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Partitions

24/7 Security

General Storage
Wire Mesh Partitions

On the job 24/7. Create secure,
reliable and functional storage
space exactly where you need it
with Cogan original wire mesh
partitions.
By creating a safe storage room within your
existing warehouse, Cogan original wire mesh
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partitions are the economical and reliable
solution for safeguarding valuable inventory and
equipment. The modular nut-and-bolt design and
large inventory of in-stock panels allow you to set
up a freestanding storage enclosure quickly using
standard hand tools. The all-steel construction
and powder-coated paint finish resist wear and
require no maintenance. Standard or custom,
you always get a superior quality product that is
delivered fast.

Robotic Guard
Wire Mesh Partitions

Protect your employees when
operating or working near
robotics equipment with Cogan
robotic machine guards.

Cogan robotic machine guards protect your
personnel and equipment from accidents
associated with moving machinery. Ideally suited
for guarding robotic and automated equipment,
our modular machine guards are engineered to
help you set up a protected area quickly and easily.
Cogan robotic machine guards boast a sturdy,
all-steel construction, are wear-resistant and
maintenance-free. Available in our powder-coated
midnight black and safety yellow paint finish.
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Rigid and resilient, form a sturdy
wall of protection between your
employees and your inventory
with Cogan wire mesh rack
guards.
Rigid and resilient, Cogan rack guard panels bolt
directly onto racking uprights, effectively placing

Rack Guards
Back-of-Rack Protection
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a barrier between stored materials and the picking
aisles below. Your workers remain safe from falling
debris should a forklift bump the racking or if a
pallet breaks. The wire mesh construction forms
a sturdy wall of protection for your employees,
while your inventory remains secure and visible.
Simple nut-and-bolt assembly makes installation
quick and easy, minimizing costs and maximizing
savings. It’s why Cogan rack guards consistently
outperform in every crucial area— including price.

Welding Cell
Sheet Metal Partitions

Enclose welding areas and keep
employees away from moving
machine parts with a sheet
metal partition.

While robotic welding increases efficiency, quality
and consistency of output, the production of
dangerous fumes and debris is unavoidable.
Made from heavy-duty corrugated steel, welding
cell partitions enclose the space around your
welding zone. Not only does this keep nearby
workers safe from moving machine parts, but
also facilitates the capture of weld particles by
dust collectors or other removal systems. Fire risk
is significantly reduced, as sparks and fumes also
remain contained within the cell.
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Private Enclosure
Sheet Metal Partitions

Cogan sheet metal partitions
offer the same trusted
protection as our wire mesh
enclosures, but with the added
benefit of total privacy.
Ideal for creating any kind of isolated area, use our
sheet metal partitions to protect your employees,
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customers, and visitors from dangerous work
zones. Segregate automated machinery, enclose
welding areas, or guard robotics equipment. The
opaque material also means our sheet metal
partitions can be used to create confidential
storage space. Limit access to sensitive
documents and other materials. Sheet metal
partitions work equally well as changing rooms
and private vestibules. No matter the application,
our sheet metal partitions are custom-designed to
meet your exact needs.

Workspace Division
Sheet Metal/Lexan Partitions

Total privacy or complete
transparency. Create safe and
versatile workspace with sheet
metal and Lexan partitions.

If separation or noise reduction is required between
workstations, Cogan sheet metal and Lexan
partitions offer unparalleled protection. Heavyduty sheet metal panels maximize containment of
sparks, weld spray and other spatter. Transparent
Lexan sheets are stronger than glass and can
withstand exposure to acids, chemicals and high
temperatures. This exceptionally robust perimeter
provides outstanding security while maintaining
an open field of vision.
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Rack Gates
Wire Mesh Partitions

Security should never be
optional.
Protect
valuable
inventory, prevent theft and
contain pallet spills with Cogan
sliding rack gates.
Cogan sliding rack gates are the custom solution
for securing your racking units without limiting
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accessibility. Mounted on galvanized steel top
track with heavy-duty galvanized trolleys, our rack
gates are built strong for industrial applications.
The fully suspended design does not require any
bottom track. This allows for unobstructed access
when using forklifts, pallet jacks and other in-plant
vehicles. Rack gates are framed in structural
angle and reinforced with tubing on both sides
for superior rigidity. Use rack gates to safeguard
inventory in sensitive racking areas or to divide
merchandise sections in your warehouse.

Full Height
Wire Mesh Partitions

Cogan full height partitions
separate and secure
quarantine areas for inventory
inspection.

Manufacturing companies that deal in large
scale shipping and receiving must perform
regular inventory quarantines as a means of
controlling product nonconformity. With floor-toceiling protection up to 48’ high, our partitions
completely seal off designated areas to ensure
goods awaiting inspection are not stolen or
compromised. Organized inventory processes
are maintained to prevent the unintended use or
delivery of nonconforming products.
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Secure and separate conveyor
systems and moving machinery
from
warehouse
traffic
with Cogan conveyor guard
partitions.
In today’s world, where automation has become
essential to manufacturing and distribution, the

need for proper safeguarding is more important
than ever before. Cogan conveyor guard partitions
serve to seperate conveyors and other moving
machinery from warehouse traffic. The fullyframed partition system allows access to
equipment only where necessary. This creates
clearly defined work areas and safe walkways for
pedestrians circulation. Available in our midnight
black and safety yellow powder-coated paint
finish for maximum visibility and wear-resistance.

Conveyor Guard
Wire Mesh Partitions
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DEA Drug Storage
Wire Mes Partitions

Cogan DEA cages provide
the tamper-proof protection
you need to keep dangerous
substances out of reach.

Ideally suited for pharmacies, pharmaceutical
companies, medical facilities, drug warehouses,
records storage, and more, Cogan DEA cages
meet both the US and Canada’s physical security
requirements for the safe storage of Schedule III
through IV controlled substances. All Cogan DEA
cages feature tamper-proof hardware, panels flush
to the floor, and self-closing and self-locking doors.
Cogan has provided DEA cages for some of the
world’s top pharmaceutical companies and law
enforcement agencies throughout North America.
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Machine Guard
Wire Mesh Partitions

Heavy-duty protection to keep
your process running smoothly.
Install a Cogan machine guard
partition and put an end to
preventable injuries.
Cogan machine guard partitions offer protection
against occupational hazards associated with
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industrial manufacturing. Moving machine parts,
robotics and other mechanical equipment have
the potential to inflict serious harm on your
employees. Install Cogan machine guards and put
an end to preventable injuries. Built from heavyduty 2” x 1” x 10GA framed welded wire mesh, our
machine guards create a secure barrier between
your workers and your equipment. The ultraresilient design means machine guards are strong
enough to withstand forklift collisions.

Work & Test Area
Sheet Metal/Lexan Partitions

Secure hazardous work zones
and high-temperature test
areas with a sheet metal and
Lexan partition.

Keep volatile or high-pressure work and test
areas safely enclosed with a sheet metal and
Lexan partition. Sturdy corrugated steel sheets
help to contain sparks, spray and other spatter,
while Lexan panels allow for clear visibility and
light penetration. Special 4” sweep provides extra
clearance for moving parts and electrical wires.
Optional mezzanine integration creates a load
bearing roof for any equipment that must be
accessed from above the work area.
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Archive Storage
Wire Mesh Partitions

Around the clock security. Keep
private files, company records,
and other sensitive documents
on-site with Cogan wire mesh
partitions.
Even in today’s digital world, the safe storage
of hardcopy documents is important and
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necessary. Keep private files, company records,
and other sensitive documents on-site with
Cogan original wire mesh partitions. By creating a
secure archive area within you existing facility, our
partitions allow you to store overflow documents
nearby for immediate access and constant
supervision. Our team of experts can help you
configure your archive room any way you want.
Cogan partitions can be built alongside existing
structures or as fully-enclosed rooms.

Fine Art Storage
Sliding Screen Partitions

Cogan sliding screen partitions
provide secure archival grade
storage for the most invaluable
pieces of art.

Whether you run a gallery or curate museum, we
understand your collections are irreplaceable.
Recommended as the safest storage method for
suspendable paintings, our sliding screens provide
a sturdy surface for the easy hanging and retrieval
of framed paintings and stretched canvases.
Smooth rolling casters prevent vibration, sway
and jarring movements that could upset artifacts.
Materials remain undisturbed while panels are in
motion.
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Standard Colors
Standard colors are applied to all products and are automatically included in the
material price on your quote. Unless otherwise specified, all standard colors are
powder-coated for a durable, long-lasting and maintenance-free paint finish.

Partitions

Machine Guarding

Cogan Grey

Midnight Black

Safety Yellow
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